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Swami is drawing the Jesus Yantra and at the same time students are 
drawing it on their own papers. 
 
 
Swami: The bijas must be written in Telugu, not in English, ok?  No 
compromise.  I’ll write on the side of the paper the meanings of the 
Telugu.  Is it important to know it in English?   
 
Student:  It helps. 
 
Swami:  Ok.  Everybody has to go very close and look at it.  But you 
should not do the mistake.  The top and bottom triangles should not 
touch in the middle, should make the gap to have space around the 
circle on left and right sides, should make the gap around the circles 
at the bottom. 
 
Tonight I’ll show in the Palm Leaf and we’ll cover all explanations.  
All the bijakshras are very important.  I wrote it in English and some 
I wrote in Telugu - it’s very important.  When can you be done on the 
copper yantra sheets?  First have to make on your own paper, get it 
clear then you can sit, draw it.  And each person’s yantra I have to 
see, no matter what.   
 
Jonathan:  Can we make a computer copy to pass out or better to 
stand there? 
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Swami:  No.  Sit around draw it, like a few groups.   We have a whole 
nighttime.  If you see on the Palm Leaf… but I don’t have the guts to 
put that. You saw the Maha Kali Yantra?  Some people seen it. It 
takes minimum six, seven hours to draw it and every person has to 
learn that too.  If you win this one and that one – done your spiritual 
life.   
 
So why they wrote it like this I’ll explain.   This is complete creation – 
life and death. But you have to find what is the Brahma 
Consciousness in here.  Any illusion is coming, you can tell what 
type of illusion you are in here. Each angle, I have to give the 
explanation. There’s eighteen angles any person, eighteen types of 
illusions you’ll receive in your life. Then you can boom – you can 
take your personal mantra and I have to release some more channels 
and if you add it, if you completed that, no chance the illusion can 
touch you.  So I put it the arrows.  The arrows is very powerful to the 
yantra - almost to ten strokes. The channels is easy, but one of the top 
one, eleventh  one, is not that easy. We’ll talk about very deep.   
 
I need to you to get very clarity on your piece of paper then go on the 
copper sheet. We have lot of time. We have tons of time.  You’re here, 
all the way came from your countries.  No compromise, you have to 
learn it. If we have more time, we’ll take again to the Maha Kali 
Yantra.   
 
Swami shows a picture of the Maha Kali yantra.   
 
Swami:  Exactly you need to draw this, but they don’t have the space 
to put the bijakshras, they put them on the next page.  Not that easy 
to draw this.  I think one time few years back, some people did this. 
 
Anya:  We did it, and I with all the bijakshras.  We did the whole 
thing. It took hours and hours and hours. 
 
Swami:  Good, it makes me happy.  So what time you be finished, 
guys?  Singapore teachers can you do it?  Egypt?  I gave the 
nickname to you - Egypt.  When can you complete it?   
 
Egypt:  Today. 
 
Swami:  Doug?  I’ll give twenty-four hour’s time.  Is it enough?   
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Doug:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  It takes again for me to explain this all, takes to me like 
fifteen, twenty hours you know?   
 
Alx:  I’m little confused on the left sided triangles.   
 
Swami:  If you’re thinking to confuse, it gives confuse. It’s very 
simple. First go to the down, then up, then right to left and left to 
right.  That’s it.  That’s only very small, tiny tricky part.  Once if you 
made it, the remaining things super easy.  Once if you see it, “Oh my 
God.”  But it’s very simple.   
 
Aghni:  Swami, on the side triangles, do they need to be parallel? 
 
Swami:  No need, it’s pretty good, eighty percent.  I tried my best.  
I’m getting old, you know.  The hand is a little shaky.   
 
Myuri:  Do the up and down pyramids have to be in the exact same 
spacing with the side pyramids what you have?   
 
Swami:  It’s ok, it’s ok, but the point, you should not make it touch 
the up triangles to the down triangles.  Whole point is here (meaning 
the middle dot where two side triangles touch).  That’s simple, but the 
three triangles on left and one triangle on right side need to touch the 
center dot.   
 
Luzia:  Are the number of petals important? 
 
Swami:  No.   
 
Luzia: The life and death words, can you say them because the 
Germans have different way of reading? 
 
Swami: To translate, I’m not right on that. (Swami repeats the 
pronunciation.)  It’s ok.  So where to do you want to sit and start?  Do 
one thing, make this as a photograph and let everyone have a copy.  
First put on your piece of paper, draw it. Then again, put on the 
copper sheet.  Good. Any time late night I’m coming and checking on 
you guys, ok?   
 

End of Talk 


